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HI,

How fragile are we? The other day I heard a two year old radio interview (BBC’s
‘Hardtalk’) with Michael Collins (who just passed away at age 90 on April 28). He was
the astronaut pilot of the Apollo 11 command module in 1969, who kept �ying
around the moon while his crew mates made their historic and successful landing
and walk. He was asked about his overall impression from his vantage view of Earth,
some 382,168 km away (or 238,855 miles). He said that our blue and white sphere
appeared ‘fragile’. How right he was, and how right his observation remains today,
most certainly even more so. While we take for granted much of our health (at least
we used to a year or so ago), our democracy, our peace and security, and the integrity
of Earth itself, we now �nd ourselves in the most fragile of situations. All we hold dear
in our enviro-political-social world is under attack. The integrity of and trust in many
institutions, organizations, governments and environment is being eroded, even to
the point of doomsday predictions. We must pay closer attention or we will lose what
we cherish, which is our current trajectory.

In Canada and elsewhere we see small groups, hardly representative of the whole,
with no serious basis for believing what they do about the pandemic, defying civil
order, defying the vast majority and most certainly not contributing to beating it.
Ultimately, they insult all those who’ve died and su�ered with Covid-19 and, of
course, all those who are at the front line of keeping our societies going, continually
exposing themselves and feeding the statistics of our sick and dying. These
blasphemers are putting all of society at further risk of disease, and they're not only
showing their lack of intelligence to all, while hopefully getting �ned and publicly
exposed, but they are ruining it for the rest by spreading their arrogant views and
getting headlines with their illegal actions. I’ve spent my last decade promoting the
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concept of global citizenship, involving a balance of rights and obligations; they seem
the antithesis of this, equal to those who destroy the environment in a wonton
manner for pro�t while denying and working to suppress the e�ects of their actions.
The biggest lie of all is that humans aren't responsible for the climate crisis and most
of the other causes of our fragility.

Now, with about 1.25 billion vaccines injected into arms (and about 20 million per
day), our global community remains sick, even getting sicker by the week (and we are
truly heartbroken about India), we all work hard to carve out our own personal hopes.
One of mine is that by following and reading through today’s Planetary Health
Weekly below (#18 of the year) you will further solidify and maintain yours, make
your contribution and feel part of a growing global movement that will not be
defeated, especially by a few internet and/or pro�t led fanatics doing their best to
squash all our collective hopes. Read on about: 

Global progress towards the Paris Agreement, 

Delivering success at the Leader’s Summit on Climate, 

CORONAVIRUS UPDATES: 
If you want to avoid the variants, read this, 

World faces a ‘moral test’ over vaccine sharing, warns Greta Thunberg, 

‘Less pipetting and more thinking’: scientists carry on through the
pandemic, 

Will Covid force public health to confront America’s epic inequality? 

Covid-19 vaccine company threatens to leave Canada due to lack of
government funding, 

Are scientists any closer to understanding rare side-e�ect of
AstraZeneca's jab?

Mapped: global GDP forecasts for 2021 and beyond, THEN 

RBC revealed: how Canada’s biggest bank is funding the global climate crisis, 

Nearly one-third of RBC shareholders demand climate action, 

Dutch bank ING draws complaint for �nancing controversial Indonesian coal
plant, 

Federal Budget 2021 steps up Canada’s assault on climate change, 

Indonesia’s tourism mega-project in Lombok ‘tramples’ on human rights, UN
says, 

Bankruptcy judge lets Blackjewel shed coal mine responsibilities in a case with
national implications, 

Humanity’s dysfunctional relationship with Earth can still be �xed, 

Malaria vaccine shows promise – now come tougher trials, 

Alberta’s grizzly bear population is thriving thanks to conservation e�orts (short
video), 

China’s 2060 climate pledge is ‘largely consistent’ with 1.5C goal, 
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Native women in the U.S. are missing or murdered at horrifyingly high rates –
Deb Haaland is taking action, 

Quote about India’s current Covid-19 failure, 

Cocoa: a bittersweet supply chain (infographic), 

Green investing: how to align investments with the Paris Agreement
(infographic), 

Race is not the strongest predictor of negative views of police, 

For Nicaragua’s lobstermen, deadly dives are all too common, 

New book: "The Next Frontier of Warfare Is Online," 

How to turn a PhD into a non-academic career, and lastly 

ENDSHOTS of a hike along Georgian Bay in Killbear Provincial Park, Ontario
among various Global and Canadian Covid-19 stats and charts.

Happy reading. Hope for great change. Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher

Georgian Bay Shoreline
Killbear Provincial Park, Ontario, May 2, 2021

Global Progress Towards the Paris
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Agreement

Credit: MSCI

The Paris Agreement gave the world a collective mission to limit warming to 1.5-2
degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. What happens if we fail to reach our
goals? Read more at: MSCI

Delivering Success at the Leaders’
Summit on Climate
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Credit: Vox 

The US is back at the climate table, and the Biden-Harris Administration is making
climate action a central organising principle of its government. Already US re-
engagement is having an impact across international processes like the G7 and G20.
US climate envoy John Kerry has been busy travelling to Europe, the UAE, South Asia
and China to rebuild relationships. Domestically, other signs of action are also
promising. From US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen joining the Coalition of Finance
Ministers for Climate Action, to Transport Secretary Pete Buttigieg championing
resilient infrastructure in the American Jobs Plan.

On the international stage, the big test was at the Leaders’ Summit on Climate that
took place virtually on 22-23 April. Timed for early in the year, the summit tried to set
a high bar to be leveraged throughout 2021.

Who was invited? Forty heads of state in total, including the G20 countries and 17
original members of the Major Economies Forum, nations leading on climate, climate-
vulnerable countries like Bhutan and the Marshall Islands, and the Europeans who
carried the climate diplomacy torch through four years of US absence. Laggards like
Brazil and Turkey were also invited to some chagrin. Read more at EcoBusiness

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES
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Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/ma...

Once again. Globally (and including in Canada), it's
continues to be terrible, especially in India, Uruguay,
Argentina, Brazil, Iran, Sweden, Germany, etc. Globally,
over the last week there were again about 5.5 million new
cases of Covid-19 and 91,500 new related deaths (no
change in the carnage). The pandemic continues big time.
(See also ENDSHOTS at the end of this newsletter for
various COVID-19 charts and stats from Canada and
around the world.)

"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

If You Want to Avoid the Variants, Read
This
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Aerosols, unlike heavier droplets, can �oat much farther than two metres, attach to dust and

hover for hours. That should guide our COVID-19 prevention, say researchers. Illustration:

Shutterstock. 

For more than a year now, scientists have been keenly arguing the role of heavy liquid
droplets versus tinier, lighter aerosol droplets in feeding the pandemic. It’s basically a
debate about the complex physical behaviour of particles that drop to the ground
versus those that �oat and move around like �ne dust.

Droplets spewed from a sneeze, laugh or cough tend to be larger than �ve microns in
size. (Five microns is about one-tenth the width of a thin strand of human hair.) Many
researchers argue that these dense droplets, thanks to gravity, fall to ground, about
six feet away from the person sending them forth, and that’s how COVID-19 spreads
— just like most respiratory diseases. You inhale a droplet or pick one up from
surfaces. 

But a Lancet paper by a group of prominent researchers (including Canadian
epidemiologist David Fisman) o�ered a variety of evidence to support airborne
transmission as the central pathway for COVID-19 infection.

This vital scienti�c debate, which has been raging for months, isn’t trivial. If, as the
WHO argues, the coronavirus is largely spread by large respiratory droplets, then the
status quo is working. All you need to do is wipe surfaces, physically distance and don
masks within droplet distance of another person. But if the virus is primarily airborne,
as an increasing number of researchers suspect, then the status-quo policies are as
full of holes as Swiss cheese. Read more at The Tyee.
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In an experiment, an infected donor ferret was housed in the bottom cage, and a
healthy recipient ferret was housed in the top cage. Air from the donor ferret’s cage
travelled upward to the indirect recipient ferret through a duct with multiple right

angles meant to capture large particles. Image: Jasmin Kutter, Erasmus Medical
Centre.

SEE MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At Telegraph: World Faces a 'Moral Test' Over Vaccine Sharing, Warns Greta
Thunberg

At Nature: ‘Less Pipetting and More Thinking’: Scientists Carry on Through the
Pandemic

At Nature: Will COVID Force Public Health to Confront America’s Epic Inequality?

At TNC:  COVID-19 Vaccine Company Threatens to Leave Canada Due to Lack of
Government Funding

At Bloomberg: Clots and Deaths Linked to AstraZeneca Jab Slow – Are Scientists
Any Closer to Understanding Rare Side-e�ect?

At Visual Capitalist: Mapped: Global GDP Forecasts for 2021 and Beyond

RBC Revealed: How Canada’s Biggest
Bank is Funding the Global Climate
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Crisis
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Credits: RBC Revealed

RBC is deceiving us. As we face global catastrophe, Canada’s biggest fossil bank
pours billions into the very companies driving climate change and violating
Indigenous rights. And it only gets worse. 

RBC is a global banking giant, and Canada’s second-largest company. It serves 17
million customers with a smile, commits to “creating a positive social impact,” and
promises a bright future for local communities. RBC says all the right things. But its
climate and human rights practices are dead wrong. Read more at RBC Revealed

Federal Budget 2021 Steps up Canada's
Assault on Climate Change
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          Canadian Minister of Finance Chrystia Freeland  Credit: THE CANADIAN PRESS/Sean Kilpatrick

In politics, as in life, you should be careful what you wish for. In a Monday morning
tweet, Conservative Party of Canada Leader Erin O’Toole complained the governing
Liberals “o�er no solutions.” This was not a particularly wise thing to say in advance of
a budget that everyone expected would be one of the most ambitious in Canadian
history, and Chrystia Freeland, in her �rst budget as minister of �nance, didn’t
disappoint. Indeed, Canada’s �rst female �nance minister may have delivered the
most solution-oriented budget in recent memory, one that featured everything from
$10 daycare to a $15 federal minimum wage and more than $100 billion in overall
new spending. 

It wasn’t short on climate solutions, either, adding $17.6 billion in new spending on
climate-friendly measures to the $15 billion it announced last year and the almost $15
billion it committed to public transit in February. And while that money will be soaking
things like energy-e�ciency retro�ts ($4.4 billion over �ve years), low-emission fuels
($1.5 billion) and electric vehicle charging infrastructure ($56.1 million), this budget
seems to have a bigger climate prize in mind: the rapidly growing global green
economy.

Take the $5 billion that will be going into the federal government’s “Net Zero
Accelerator,” which is part of its broader Strategic Innovation Fund and its mandate to
stimulate and support key industries across the country. This will help fund and
advance projects that can reduce Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions, but it also
speaks to the growing opportunities associated with exporting Canadian clean
technology and expertise. Flavio Volpe, the president of Canada’s Auto Parts
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Manufacturers' Association, tweeted that this was “a game-changer for (the) Canadian
zero-emissions vehicles business.”  Read more at National Observer.

Indonesia's Tourism Mega-Project
'Tramples' on Human Rights, U.N. says

Credit: FILE PHOTO:  REUTERS/Willy Kurniawan

A tourism mega-project on the Indonesian island of Lombok has uprooted local and
indigenous people, and destroyed homes, �elds, rivers, and religious sites, U.N.
human rights experts said. The Mandalika, located in Lombok's West Nusa Tenggara
province, includes a Grand Prix motorcycle circuit, hotels and a golf course, and is
part of the "10 New Balis" strategy proposed by President Joko Widodo in 2016 to
boost tourism revenues.

In developing the 2-hectare (5-acre) site, "local residents were subjected to threats
and intimidations, and forcibly evicted from their land without compensation", said
Olivier De Schutter, U.N. special rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights.
Read the more at Trust.

 

A Bankruptcy Judge Lets Blackjewel
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Shed Coal Mine Responsibilities in a
Case With National Implications

Credit: Scott Olson/Getty Images

The Blackjewel coal mining company can walk away from cleaning up and reclaiming
coal mines covered by more than 30 permits in Kentucky under a liquidation
agreement that was reached Friday in federal bankruptcy court in Charleston, West
Virginia, attorneys participating in the case said.

About 170 other Blackjewel permits in Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and West
Virginia will be placed into legal limbo for six months while Blackjewel attempts to sell
them to other coal mining companies, the attorneys said. Any permits that are unable
to be transferred can then also be abandoned by the company, once the nation’s
sixth-largest coal producer.  Watch at Inside Climate News

GOOD NEWS

Humanity’s Dysfunctional Relationship
with Earth Can Still Be Fixed: Report
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Barreiros da Silva, CC BY SA 2.0

The Earth is a huge �oating mass of rock, liquid and gas, weighing a staggering 5.9
sextillion tonnes. But there’s only one part that supports life: the biosphere, a thin
ribbon that wraps around the planet’s surface, stretching about 20 kilometers (12
miles) from top to bottom.

Modern humans have lived in the biosphere for about 250,000 years, but as
populations have expanded and spread globally, our relationship with the biosphere
has become troubled. Humans have drastically altered the land and oceans, and
contributed to a reduction in populations of other species.

n a new paper in Ambio, published by the Royal Swedish Academy of Science in the
leadup to the just held “Our Planet, Our Future” Nobel Prize Summit, a team of
international scientists provides an overview of humanity’s volatile relationship with
the planet, but also discusses ways in which global sustainability can still be achieved.
One of the key points in the report is that humans need to think of ourselves as
embedded in the biosphere, rather than being separate from it, and that any societal
changes need to bear this in mind.

“The biosphere is not just [made up of] other organisms — it’s us as well, as part of
the living dimension of Earth,” said lead author Carl Folke, a world-renowned
environmental scientist at the Stockholm Resilience Centre. “And I think it’s important
to really make clear that the living organisms are not just existing in the framework of
the Earth system, but are also shaping it.”

The report discusses the importance of living within the Earth’s nine planetary
boundaries — that is, system processes that are essential in regulating the stability
and resilience of the planet, but have limits up to which they can tolerate changes due
to human activities. These boundaries are identi�ed as climate change, biosphere
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integrity, ocean acidi�cation, depletion of the ozone layer, atmospheric aerosol
pollution, biogeochemical �ows of nitrogen and phosphorus, freshwater use, land-
system change, and the release of novel chemicals such as heavy metals and plastics.

The Earth has been largely resilient to the demands that humans have placed on it,
but this is no longer the case, the paper says. Mounting pressure on the Earth’s vital
systems may push the world into a new, unknown state that isn’t quite as hospitable
to human life. Four of the planetary boundaries may have already been breached,
including climate change and biosphere integrity, which are also considered to be
“core” boundaries due to their fundamental importance in regulating the Earth.

The report also highlights rising inequality, which can lead to rapid environmental
degradation and undermine the ability of societies to work toward sustainability. With
this in mind, the paper says inequity needs to be addressed as an essential part of
global sustainability e�orts.  Read more at Eco-Business

MORE GOOD NEWS

Malaria Vaccine Shows Promise — Now
Come Tougher Trials

Credit: Cristina Aldehuela/AFP/Getty

A vaccine against malaria has shown promise in early clinical trials, raising hopes that
it might one day prove to be an e�ective weapon against one of the world’s biggest
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killers of children. In a trial in 450 children aged 5–17 months, the vaccine, called R21,
was up to 77% e�ective at preventing malaria over the course of one year — which, if
con�rmed, would clear a 75% e�ectiveness target set by the World Health
Organization. R21 is a modi�ed form of a vaccine that has already been deployed in
an ongoing study in hundreds of thousands of children in Malawi, Kenya and Ghana.
That vaccine, called RTS,S or Mosquirix, is about 56% e�ective over one year, and 36%
e�ective over four years. Read more at Nature.

SEE ALSO at UniversityOxford: 

Malaria Vaccine Becomes First to Achieve WHO-Speci�ed 75% E�cacy
Goal

OPINION

Alberta's Grizzly Population is Thriving
Thanks to Conservation E�orts (Short

1:43 Minute Video)

Credit: Grizzly bear in fall colours in the Canadian Rockies. (John E. Marriott, EXPOSED Wildlife

Conservancy) 

Watch at The Weather Network.

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY
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China’s 2060 Climate Pledge is ‘Largely
Consistent’ with 1.5C Goal, Study Finds

                                                                                                                                                                                 Credit:  The

illustration shows the estimated reduction ratios for carbon and non-carbon emissions in China in line with the

1.5C warming limit. The di�erent colour of solid and dashed lines show the projections by various models. The

green shade stands for the forecasts for CO2 emissions, while the pink and blue sections represent methane

and nitrous oxide, respectively. Source: Duan et al (2021).

New research has found that China’s pledge to achieve “carbon neutrality” before
2060 is “largely consistent” with the Paris Agreement’s aim of limiting global warming
to 1.5C.

But, to stay below this level of warming, the country will need to aim higher than its
current net-zero goal and accomplish “deep” emission reductions in the near term,
the authors state.

According to the study, to hit the 1.5C goal, the world’s largest emitter would need to
cut its total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and energy consumption by more than
90% and 39%, respectively, by 2050. Read more at Carbon Brief.

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Native Women are Missing or Murdered
at Horrifyingly High Rates in the USA.

Deb Haaland is Taking Action
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Historically, the job of the Department of the Interior “was to either assimilate or
exterminate Native Americans,” Secretary Deb Haaland told CBS News' Norah
O'Donnell in her �rst television interview as a member of President Biden's new
Cabinet. That history makes Haaland’s role especially signi�cant—a citizen of the
Laguna Pueblo, she is the �rst Indigenous member of a presidential Cabinet ever. And
the signi�cance is already being felt as Haaland announced the formation of a unit
dedicated to investigating missing and murdered American Indian people.

“Violence against Indigenous peoples is a crisis that has been underfunded for
decades. Far too often, murders and missing persons cases in Indian country go
unsolved and unaddressed, leaving families and communities devastated,” Haaland
said in a statement. “The new MMU unit will provide the resources and leadership to
prioritize these cases and coordinate resources to hold people accountable, keep our
communities safe, and provide closure for families.”  Read more at Daily Kos.
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Credit: OZY

Quote Of The Week: Dear OZY Reader
(From India)

I hope you’ve been well. I write this letter to you from an apartment that’s a
�ve-minute drive from where my wife and 2-month-old daughter are living.
Yet I’m too scared to visit them, let alone hold my baby anytime soon. I
tested negative for COVID-19 three days ago and have no symptoms. But I
was recently on a plane. And, most crucially, I’m in India.

The world’s largest democracy is battling a devastating COVID-19 wave that
has left its hospitals short of oxygen, its government out of ideas and its
people increasingly without any hope in sight. More than 350,000 people
were infected on Sunday and more than 2,800 people died. But those
numbers, like all statistics, tell only a part of the story. A severe shortage of
testing kits means many Indians who are carrying the virus can’t get tested.
Meanwhile, hospitals are only admitting patients who have tested positive,
creating conditions where many who are dying from COVID-19 simply
aren’t being counted...

So how did India, the world’s largest manufacturer of vaccines and a
pharma industry giant, turn into this picture of desperation, so woefully
underprepared for this wave? Over the past year, the government of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi failed to build oxygen plants and expand hospital
facilities. Earlier this year, when cases were low, Modi’s party even declared
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victory over COVID-19, crediting the prime minister for his leadership.
Hubris has a way of biting back — though it invariably hurts not those
guilty of it, but those most vulnerable.

Charu Sudan Kasturi, Senior Editor, OZY

READ MORE AT OZY

Upcoming Events

May 11, 2021: CUGH Training Webinar: Learn How to Combat
Disinformation, 11:00am-12:00pm EST

May 11-13, 2021: Conference on Covid-19 Emerging Ethical Issues
in Higher Education: Experiences, Challenges, Solutions Virtually
from Globethics.net East Africa in collaboration with The Catholic
University of Eastern Africa: Centre for Social Justice and Ethics.

May 12 - June 8, 2021: CoPEH-Canada Multisite Course and
Webinar Series on Ecosystem Approaches to Health (8 sessions
virtually)

May 31 - June 18, 2021: The McGill Summer Institute of Infectious
Diseases and Global Health (100% online from McGill University,
Montreal, Canada)

June 7-9, 2021: Executive Course: Global Health Diplomacy (Dalla
Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Canada)

June 29-30, 2021: Telemedicine International Summit on
Innovation & Technology

September 16-18, 2021: North American Refugee Health
Conference (NARHC) (Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto).
This year's conference will be o�ered completely online.

September 27 - October 1, 2021: 12th European Congress On
Tropical Medicine And International Health: Global Challenges In
Health, Migration And Equity

October 6-8, 2021: Public Health 2021: Annual conference of the
CPHA

November 1-12, 2021: 2020/2021 UN Climate Change Conference
UNFCCC COP26 - Postponed in 2020 and now to be held
November, 2021 (Glasgow, Scotland).
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November 11, 2021: Evidenced Based Research Being Carried Out
in Low and Middle Income Countries ADAPT will host their second
online conference by Physios in Global Health.

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

Cocoa: A Bittersweet Supply
Chain (Infographic)
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From bean to bar, the cocoa supply chain is a bittersweet one. While the end product
is something most of us enjoy, this also comes with a human cost. Based on how
much cocoa comes from West Africa, it’s likely that most of the chocolates we eat
have a little bit of Cote d’Ivoire and Ghana in them. The $130B chocolate industry
relies on cocoa farming for supply of chocolate’s key ingredient. Yet, many cocoa
farmers make less than $1/day.

The above graphic maps the major trade �ows of cocoa and allows us to dive deeper
into its global supply chain.

From Bean to Bar: Stages in the Cocoa Supply Chain

Cocoa beans go through a number of stages before being used in chocolate products.

1. Harvesting, Fermenting, and Drying
 First, farmers harvest cocoa beans from pods on cacao plants. Next, they are

fermented in heaps and covered with banana leaves. Farmers then dry and
package the cocoa beans for domestic transportation.

2. Domestic Transportation, Cleaning, and Exporting
 Domestic transporters carry packaged cocoa beans to either cleaning

warehouses or processing factories. Cocoa beans are cleaned and prepared for
exports to the chocolate production hubs of the world.

3. Processing and Chocolate Production
 Processing companies winnow, roast, and grind cocoa beans and then convert

them into cocoa liquor, cocoa butter, or cocoa cakes—which are mixed with
other ingredients like sugar and milk to produce chocolate products.

Read More at Visual Capitalist

FYI #2

Green Investing: How to Align
Investments With the Paris

Agreement
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Green Investing: The Paris Agreement and Your Portfolio

In Part 1 of the Paris Agreement series, we showed that the world is on track for 3.5
degrees Celsius global warming by 2100—far from the 1.5 degree goal. We also
explained what could happen if the signing nations fall short, including annual
economic losses of up to $400 billion in the United States.

How can you act on this information to implement a green investing strategy? This
graphic from MSCI is part 2 of the series, and it explains how investors can align their
investment portfolios with the Paris Agreement.

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODc4MSZkPWE4cTBhNXc=.RCIhPOqN6Q9BTyYAwLoqxjYrR4jNgRWR0y8SKeICYAs
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODc4NyZkPWYzbTl6MnU=.PLvoxtJxs4mgaSS7zmGMKJbaUO9A-XCXsQozhD3kzWw
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODc5NiZkPWs1ajJpNHk=.P1jogebnk8iH8BCZUaDoPWSVddwlxcHFBwNcXOwJ6xk
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Alignment Through Indexing

When investors are building a portfolio, they typically choose to align their portfolio
with benchmark indexes. For example, investors looking to build a global equity
portfolio could align with the MSCI All Country World Index. The same principle
applies for climate-minded investors, who can benchmark against MSCI’s Climate
Paris Aligned Indexes. These indexes are designed to reduce risk exposure and
capture green investing opportunities using 4 main objectives.

Read and See More at Visual Capitalist

FYI #3

Race Plays a Role, But Researchers in
the U.S. Say It’s Not the Strongest

Predictor of Whether Someone Holds
a Negative View of Police

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODkxNiZkPXI1eDhkNHQ=.KFX5TAZUZ0ddFhF9aQ5zwwzc6Cfm1zNIX4OUzZJU5GU
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODkxOSZkPXc4YTd3Nmc=.q9Uvht2tTdUJoKUG6fZ0q_BMFHawU-YxW-QD5ZcWrpk
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Credit: Pixabay/Stephan Wusowski

In the U.S. race plays a role in whether someone has a negative view of police but it’s
not the strongest predictor, �nds a recent analysis aimed at better understanding
factors driving people’s satisfaction and dissatisfaction with law enforcement.

Racial minorities tend to be less satis�ed with police than white people. Crime victims
and people who fear becoming crime victims are more likely to be dissatis�ed than
their counterparts, three researchers explain in “What Matters in Citizen Satisfaction
With Police: A Meta-Analysis,” published in the January-February 2021 issue of the
Journal of Criminal Justice.

To investigate the relationship between the public and police, the researchers
examined scholarly literature published over a quarter century in the U.S. and
abroad. They conducted a study of studies, known as a meta-analysis. They gathered
numerical data from more than �ve dozen studies, combined it, performed a
systematic examination of it and then drew their own conclusions.

Read Journal Lists Resource

FYI #4

For Nicaragua’s Lobstermen, Deadly
Dives Are All Too Common

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODkyMiZkPWU0eDBpNXg=.TScMNTTfWJ4EEPJBwOYwoAA1lijBhogUte9_ThrzC98
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODkyNSZkPXU1dTR3NWk=.UmPd6qYXDI2DAkJgnLRsWzas7CkYz46GN9bsGCC9Upc
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODkzNyZkPW8waDdzOG8=.25q5i5KY4YY1prAltV4vNcy8ZfCWrl17-vN3jXICF1M
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Credit: NY Times; A �shing community approximately 60 miles o� the Caribbean coast of

Nicaragua, where some divers live and work.

Every time he is out at sea, the lobster diver says a prayer just before he drops into
the water in what has become a steadfast ritual since he nearly lost his life on a hunt
three years ago. “God, help me one more time,” pleads the lobsterman, Edmundo
Stanley Antonio. “Accompany me in this water.”

There are a lot of worries bundled into that simple appeal. That the makeshift air
hose he’s tethered to doesn’t spring a leak. That the air compressor at the surface
doesn’t fail. That his innate awareness of distance and time — he doesn’t have a
watch or a depth gauge — is better than the time he surfaced too quickly from about
150 feet down and got battered by decompression sickness, which left him partly
paralyzed for a year. Mr. Stanley, 33, still feels pain in his back and his heart when he
dives. A doctor has repeatedly told him not to go in the water again, warning the next
dive could kill him. His wife begs him to stop; she’s already lost her brother and a son-
in-law in diving accidents.

Read More at NY Times

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODk0MCZkPWI1YzFjMmQ=.PsALjoxaiK8V5aUVLyqY61VprCr4zs1J_9JBoXOdy7U
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODk0OSZkPXY3aDRzMnM=.RbZ27vkTm72w-_Fn0kr4TdAOjF0pGUVlhSN_YF1JUto
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FYI #5: EARLY MAY READING

Book Review: "This Is How They
Tell Me The World Ends - The

Cyber-Weapons Arms Race" by
Nicole Perlroth
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Credit: Bloomsbury Publishing

SOMETIME IN MID-2009 or early 2010 — no one really knows for sure — a brand
new weapon of war burst into the world at the Natanz nuclear research facility in Iran.
Unlike the debut of previous paradigm-shattering weapons such as the machine gun,

https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0xNjgwMDMwOTUzMjE0MzE4MTExJmM9aTNqNyZiPTU5MjkwODk1MiZkPXA5Yzd2N3U=.MfwVmyc4xUkj0nrdY8HIp7J2yBTP5_a_SiPvThz8eTc
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airplane, or atomic bomb, however, this one wasn’t accompanied by a lot of noise and
destruction. No one was killed or even wounded. But the weapon achieved its
objective to temporarily cripple the Iranian nuclear weapon program, by destroying
gas centrifuges used for uranium enrichment. Unfortunately, like those previous
weapons, this one soon caused unanticipated consequences.

The use of that weapon, a piece of software called Stuxnet widely concluded to have
been jointly developed by the United States and Israel, was arguably the �rst publicly
known instance of full-scale cyberwarfare. The attack deployed a software
vulnerability or exploit, called a zero-day, buried so deeply in computer code that it
remains undetected until someone — a team of hackers, a criminal, an intelligence or
law enforcement agency — activates it. We’ve all heard of, and perhaps even been
victimized by, criminal hacks that may have pilfered our credit card numbers and
passwords, or been spammed by suspicious emails that invite us to claim supposed
Nigerian fortunes. But zero-days operate on a di�erent level entirely.

Read More at Undark

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

How to Turn a Ph.D. Into a
Nonacademic Career

                                                                                     Credit: ARAMYAN/ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES 
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Pursuing a career outside academia with a PhD can be di�cult to visualize, but there
are steps an academic can take that will improve the alt-ac job search, writes
Christopher Cornthwaite. Cornthwaite encourages those building a career to act with
personal agency in career building, and to take advantage of networking
opportunities to build connections that could lead to a career. The author notes the
importance of creating a personal brand, learning how to communicate in
nonacademic language, and translating the CV into a strong resume. Finally,
Cornthwaite encourages job seekers to be creative when thinking about careers and
to examine what they want to do and what they are passionate about.

Read More at Inside HigherEd

ENDSHOTS

A SUNDAY HIKE ALONG GEORGIAN BAY (LAKE HURON)
KILLBEAR PROVINCIAL PARK, ONTARIO

May 2, 2021

Amid Latest World and Canadian COVID-19 Stats & Charts
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Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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COVID-19 CASES & DEATHS (May 6, 2021), as follows... Source:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-

spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus
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Canada is in 19th place globally for vaccines given per capita (18th last week)
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Note: there is likely large under-reporting in India of both
cases and deaths.
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Source of Canadian Data Below (May 5, 2021):
https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/
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Source of Vaccination Data Below (May 6, 2021):
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-

distribution/
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Source of World and Canadian Data Below (May 6, 2021):
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-curves-

compare-canada-and-other-key-nations-1.4881500#link-top
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Source of Canadian Data Below (May 6, 2021):
https://www.macleans.ca/society/health/covid-19-in-canada-how-our-

battle-against-the-second-wave-is-going/
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